Science Summer Assignment 9-12
Frank H. Peterson Acaderrries
You are expected to study this Science packet to prepare lor a quiz to be g1vefl in your
Science class during the fust two (2) weeks of school. You do NOT need to tuffr in this packet.
Read the following sheets, making relevant notes below as is helpfirl. Again, this packet

will NOT be

counted as a gmde, but the infonnation herein will be assessed on a qttz.
Complete the concept map, using the wotds below.
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\X4ren answering the following, be sure to use yout own words.

\Vhat is science?
\Mhat is the goal of science?
\ff4rat is the scientific method?
W{hat does it mean that science is tentative?
lX/hat are independent and dependent variables?
What is a control gtoup?

Fot each Saph

(see last page),

identify the following:

independent variable
dependent vadable
coflstaflts
describe an experiment that would produce these data
glve a simple interpretation of the data

Soutces:

Frequently asked questions about how science works. (".d)" http;//undsci.berl<ele)..edu/faqs.phP
Flerr, N- (2007). Experimeatal Design. https: / /rwwv.csun.edu/scrence lbooks /sourcebook/chapters /5-scimedrods /eroeritnenral desis-n. htm]
Scientific Methods. (2001). In Study Guide for Content Mastery (pp. 4-5).NewYork, NY: Glencoe McGraw-Hill.
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Frequently asked questions about how science works
The Understanding Science site is assembling an expanded list of FAQs for the site and you can contribute.
Have a question about how science works, what science is, or what it's like to be a scientist? Send it to
u

ndersta nd ino science@ berkeley. edu

!

What is the scientific method?
The "scientific method" is traditionally presented in the first chapter of science textbooks as a simple, linear,
five- or six-step procedure for pedorming scientific investigations. Although the Scientific Method captures the
core logic of science (testing ideas with evidence), it misrepresents many other aspects of the true process of
science - the dynamic, nonlineal and creative ways in which science is actually done. In fact, the Scientific
Method more accurately describes how science is summarized after the fact - in textbooks and journal adicles
than how scientific research is actually pelformed. Teachers may ask that students use the format of the
-scientific
method to write up the results of their investigations (e.9., by reporting their quesfion, background
information, hypothesis, study design, data analysis, and conclusion), even though the process that students
went through in their investigations may have involved many iterations of questioning, background research,
data collection, and data analysis and even though the students"'conclusions" will always be tentative ones. To
learn more about how science really works and to see a more accurate representation of this process, visit lhe
real process of science,

Why do scientists often seem tentative about their explanations?
Scientists often seem tentative about their explanations because they are aware that those explanations could
change if new evidence or perspectives come to light. When scientists write about their ideas in journal afticles,
they are expected to carefully analyze the evidence for and against their ideas and to be explicit about
alternative explanations for what they are observing, Because they are trained to do this for their scientific
writing, scientist often do the same thing when talking to the press or a broader audience about their ideas.
Unfoftunately, this means that they are sometimes misinterpreted as being wishy-washy or unsure of their
ideas. Even worse, ideas supported by masses of evidence are sometimes discounted by the public or the press
because scientists talk about those ideas in tentative terms. It's impoftant for the public to recognize that, while
provisionality is a fundamental characteristic of scientific knowledge, scientific ideas supported by evidence are
trustwofthy. To learn more about provisionality in science, visit our page describing how science builds
knowledqe. To learn more about how this provisionality can be misinterpreted, visit a section of the Science
toolkit.
.

Why is peer review useful?
Peer review helps assure the quality of published scientific work: that the authors haven't ignored key ideas or
lines of evidence, that the study was fairly-designed, that the authors were objective in their assessment of
their results, etc. This means that even if you are unfamiliar with the research presented in a particular peerreviewed study, you can trust it to meet certain standards of scientific quality. This also saves scientists time in
keeping up-to-date with advances in their fields by weeding out untrustworthy studies. Peer-reviewed work isn't
necessarily correct or conclusive, but it does meet the standards of science. To learn more, visit Scrutinizino
science,

What is the difference between independent and dependent variables?
In an experiment, the independent variables are the factors that the experimenter manipulates. The dependent
variable is the outcome of interestQthe outcome that depends on the experimental set-up. Experiments are setup to learn more about how the independent variable does or does not affect the dependent variable. So, for
example, if you were testing a new drug to treat Alzheimer's disease, the independent variable might be
whether or not the patient received the new drug, and the dependent variable might be how well participants
perform on memory tests. On the other hand, to study how the temperature, volume, and pressure of a gas are

related, you might set up an experiment in which you change the volume of a gas, while keeping the
temperature constant, and see how this affects the gas's pressure. In this case, the independent variable is the
gas's volume, and the dependent variable is the pressure of the gas. The temperature of the gas is a controlled
variable. To learn more about experimental design, visit Fair tests: A do-it-vourself quide,

What is a control group?
In scientific testing, a control group is a group of individuals or cases that is treated in the same way as the
experimental group, but that is not exposed to the experimental treatment or factor: Results from the
experimental group and control group can be compared. If the control group is treated very similarly to the
experimental group, it increases our confidence that any difference in outcome is caused by the presence of the
experimental treatment in the experimental group. For an example, visit our side trip Fair tests in the field of
medicine.

What is the difference between a positive and a negative control group?
A negative control group is a control group that is not exposed to the experimental treatment or to any other
treatment that is expected to have an effect. A positive control group is a control group that is not exposed to
the experimental treatment but that is exposed to some other treatment that is known to produce the expected
effect. These softs of controls are particularly useful for validating the experimental procedure. For example,
imagine that you wanted to know if some lettuce carried bacteria. You set up an experiment in which you wipe
lettuce leaves with a swab, wipe the swab on a bacterial growth plate, incubate the plate, and see what grows
on the plate. As a negative control, you might just wipe a sterile swab on the growth plate. You would not
expect to see any bacterial growth on this plate, and if you do, it is an indication that your swabs, plates, or
incubator are contaminated with bacteria that could interfere with the results of the experiment. As a positive
control, you might swab an existing colony of bacteria and wipe it on the growth plate. In this case, you would
expect to see bacterial growth on the plate, and if you do not, it is an indication that something in your
experimental set-up is preventing the growth of bacteria. Perhaps the growth plates contain an antibiotic or the
incubator is set to too high a temperature. If either the positive or negative control does not produce the
expected result, it indicates that the investigator should reconsider his or her experimental procedure. To learn
more about experimental design, visit Fair tests: A do-it-vourself ouide.
What is a correlationa! study, and how is it different from an experimental study?
In a correlational study, a scientist looks for associations between variables (e.9., are people who eat lots of
vegetables less likely to suffer heaft attacks than others?) without manipulating any variables (e.9., without
asking a group of people to eat more or fewer vegetables than they usually would). In a correlational study,
researchers may be interested in any sort of statistical association
- a positive relationship among variables, a
negative relationship among variables, or a more complex one. Correlational studies are used in many fields
(e.9., ecology, epidemiology, astronomy, etc.), but the term is frequently associated with psychology.
Correlational studies are often discussed in contrast to experimental studies. In experimental studies,
researchers do manipulate a variable (e.9., by asking one group of people to eat more vegetables and asking a
second group of people to eat as they usually do) and investigate the effect of that change. If an experimental
study is well-designed, it can tell a researcher more about the cause of an association than a correlational study
of the same system can. Despite this difference, correlational studies still generate important lines of evidence
for testing ideas and often serve as the inspiration for new hypotheses. Both types of study are very important
in science and rely on the same logic to relate evidence to ideas. To learn more about the basic logic of
scientific arguments, visit The core of science.
What is the difference between deductive and inductive reasoning?
Deductive reasoning involves logically extrapolating from a set of premises or hypotheses. You can think of this
as logical "if-then" reasoning. For example, IF an asteroid strikes Eafth, and IF iridium is more prevalent in
asteroids than in Eafth's crust, and IF nothing else happens to the asteroid iridium afterwards, THEN there will
be a spike in iridium levels at Eafth's surface. The THEN statement is the logical consequence of the IF
statements. Another case of deductive reasoning involves reasoning from a general premise or hypothesis to a
specific instance. For example, based on the idea that all living things are built from cells, we might deduce
that a jellyfish (a specific example of a living thing) has cells. Inductive reasoning, on the other hand, involves
making a generalization based on many individual observations. For example, a scientist who samples rock
layers from the Cretaceous-Tertiary (KT) boundary in many different places all over the world and always
observes a spike in iridium may induce that all KT boundary layers display an iridium spike. The logical leap
from many individual observations to one all-inclusive statement isn't always warranted. For example, it's
possible that, somewhere in the world, there is a KT boundary layer without the iridium spike. Nevertheless,
many individual observations often make a strong case for a more general pattern. Deductive, inductive, and
other modes of reasoning are all useful in science. It's more impoftant to understand the logic behind these
different ways of reasoning than to worry about what they are called.

What is the difference between a theory and a hypothesis?
Scientific theories are broad explanations for a wide range of phenomena, whereas hypotheses are proposed
explanations for a fairly narrow set of phenomena. The difference between the two is largely one of breadth.
Theories have broader explanatory power than hypotheses do and often integrate and generalize many
hypotheses. To be accepted by the scientific community, both theories and hypotheses must be suppoted by
many different lines of evidence. Howeve[ both theories and hypotheses may be modified or overturned if
warranted by new evidence and perspectives.
What is a nul! hypothesis?
A null hypothesis is usually a statement assefting that there is no difference or no association between
variables. The null hypothesis is a tool that makes it possible to use certain statistical tests to figure out if
another hypothesis of interest is likely to be accurate or not. For example, if you were testing the idea that
sugar makes kids hyperactive, your null hypothesis might be that there is no difference in the amount of time
that kids previously given a sugary drink and kids previously given a sugar-substitute drink are able to sit still.
After making your observations, you would then perform a statistical test to determine whether or not there is a
significant difference between the two groups of kids in time spent sitting still.

What is Ockhams's razor?
Ockham's razor is an idea with a long philosophical history. Today, the term is frequently used to refer to the
principle of parsimony
- that, when two explanations fit the observations equally well, a simpler explanation
should be preferred over a more convoluted and complex explanation. Stated another way, Ockham's razor
suggests that, all else being equal, a straightforward explanation should be preferred over an explanation
requiring more assumptions and sub-hypotheses. Visit Competinq ideas: Other considerations to read more
about parsimony.

What does science have to say about ghosts, ESP, and astrology?
Rigorous and well controlled scientific investigationsl have examined these topics and have found no evidence
suppoding their usual interpretations as natural phenomena (i.e., ghosts as apparitions of the dead, ESP as the
ability to read minds, and astrology as the influence of celestial bodies on human personalities and affairs) although, of course, different people interpret these topics in different ways. Science can investigate such
phenomena and explanations only if they are thought to be paft of the natural world. To learn more about the
differences between science and astrology, visit Astroloay: Is it scientific? To learn more about the natural world
and the softs of questions and phenomena that science can investigate, visit What's natural? To learn more
about how science approaches the topic of ESB visit ESP: What can science sav?
Has science had any negative effects on people or the world in general?
Knowledge generated by science has had many effects that most would classify as positive (e.9., allowing
humans to treat disease or communicate instantly with people half way around the world); it also has had some
effects that are often considered negative (e.9., allowing humans to build nuclear weapons or pollute the
environment with industrial processes). However, it's important to remember that the process of science and
scientific knowledge are distinct from the uses to which people put that knowledge. For example, through the
process of science, we have learned a lot about deadly pathogens. That knowledge might be used to develop
new medications for protecting people from those pathogens (which most would consider a positive outcome), or
it might be used to build biological weapons (which many would consider a negative outcome). And sometimes,
the same application of scientific knowledge can have effects that would be considered both positive and
negative. For example, research in the first half of the 20th century allowed chemists to create pesticides and
synthetic fertilizers. Supporters argue that the spread of these technologies prevented widespread famine.
However, others argue that these technologies did more harm than good to global food security. Scientific
knowledge itself is neither good nor bad; howeveri people can choose to use that knowledge in ways that have
either positive or negative effects. Fufthermore, different people may make different judgments about whether
the overall impact of a pafticular piece of scientific knowledge is positive or negative. To learn more about the
applications of scientific knowledge, visit What has science done far vau latelv?
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Experimental Desiqn

Science Teaching Series

hdqnende$ yA{trble: Mathematicians traditionally teler lo horizontal axrs of a graph as the x-axr's or ihe
abscissa, while scisntists refer to it as the rndependent variable. An independent variable is one thai is
unaffected by changes in the dependent variable. For example when examining the influence of lemperature
on phoioslrnthesis, temperafure is the independeni variable because it does not dependent upon
photosynlhetic rate. A change in the photosynthetic rate does not affect the temperature of the airl
Experimeniers often manipulate independent variables and look for changes in dependent vsriables in order
lo understand basic relationship$.
Dependeni variable: Mathematicians refer to the verircal axls of the graph as the y-axls or ordrhafe, while
scientists refer to it as lhe dependent variable" The dependent variable is dependent upon changes in ihe
independent variable. For example, photosynlhesis is dependent upon temperature. A change in air
temperature will result in a change in photosynthetic production.

Hands-On Phvsics Activities
Hands-On ChemisW Activities

lnternet Resources
l. Developing Scientific Literacy
3

- Develooino Science Writino Skills

4 - Science. Technoloov & Society

ll. Developing Scientific Reasoning
Conslants: To conduct an experiment it is necessary to keep factors other than the independent variatrle
con$tanl. For example, if a food scientist is studying the relationship between the concentration of preservative
and the groMh rate of bread mold, it is important thal the temperature, humidity, lighl and other factors be the
$ame for all bread used in the study. lf these are not k€pt constant, then lt i$ impossible to deterrnine the
effect of the variatrle that you are intending to test.
Controls: Experiments also require a control, or specirnen rhat i$ not subjected to the procedures affecting the
rest of the experiment. thus aciing as the standard against which the resuits are compared.

Activiiy
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- lnterpreting

graphs

Fioures5.12A-5. l2Hshowthedaiafromavarietyofexperimentsandstudies.
Foreachofgraph,identify(1)
the independent variable, (2) the dependent variable, (3) li$t things that must be held consiant, (4) describe
an experimentthatwould produce such data and (5) give a simple interpretation of the data.

5-

67Ill, Developing Scientific Understanding

I

- Oroanizino Science lnformation
- Graohic Ooanizers for Science
10 - Leaming Science with Analooies
11 - lmorovino Memorv in Science
12 - Struciure and Funclion in Science

9

lV. Developing Scientific Problem Sofuing
1 4 - iqe!.Sg-]l&Id _ErSllerns
15
16
17
18

- Geometric Princi0les in Science
- Visualizino Problems in Science

- Dimensional Analvsis
- Stoichiometrv

V. Developing Scientific R$earch Skills
19 - Scientific Databases
20 - Graphino & Data Analvsis
21 - Mapoino & Visualizino Data

2223 - Science Proiecls & Fairs

Vl. Resources for Teaching Scienc6
24
25
26
27
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sourcebook

Home i &!

- Science Curriculum & lnslruction
- Planninq Science lnstruction
- The Science Laboratorv
- Science Reference lnformation
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